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MOZ A RT’S  Piano sonatas        Volume 5
The three sonatas presented here reveal Mozart to us at three different periods 
of his life: a time when, full of hope, he was launching his career as a mature, 
international pianist and composer; another when he was convincing himself 
that those aspirations were coming to fruition; and finally one when he was 
desperately in debt (not altogether unusual circumstances for Mozart) and 
reaching out to whatever source of income he could get his hands on.

By January 1788 when he composed the Sonata No.15 in F major, K533, 
Mozart’s always uncertain finances had again taken a turn towards penury. With 
new responsibilities to consider, Mozart was all too well aware that he, his wife 
Constanze and young family – a three-year-old son and the birth some weeks 
earlier of his fourth child (although she would be taken from him just six months 
later, the couple having already lost two sons in infancy) – were in danger of 
being constrained to living again in straitened circumstances. 

The triumphs of his 12 great piano concertos written for himself to perform 
in Vienna had long since dissipated, and, disappointingly, his opera Le nozze 
di Figaro had not achieved the success in the Austrian capital in 1786 he felt it 
deserved. Increasingly depressed, Mozart found himself reduced to churning 
out muzak-like dances and contredanses, and began this sonata with an eye 
towards making some money by offering it to his friend and colleague, Franz 
Anton Hoffmeister, for publication.

In the event, Mozart completed only two movements before, finding himself 
short of time, he added a revised, extended version of the Rondo in F major, 
K494, composed 18 months earlier in June 1786, as its finale. There are obvious 
stylistic differences between the two segments of this hybrid creation, therefore; 
the opening two movements cerebrally polyphonic, the Rondo breathing the 
textural clarity of the C minor Piano Concerto (K491) and Le nozze di Figaro, 
which immediately preceded its composition.

The opening Allegro immediately sets out Mozart’s stall with both hands 
afforded equal weight and eloquence to prepare for and realise the impressive 
display of contrapuntal interaction which is to follow. Rich harmonies are 
implied, decorated by teasing chromaticism. The development section moves 
effortlessly from C minor to G minor and D minor, and the recapitulation 
brings a surprise with a rare excursion (for Mozart) into the comforting key of 
D-flat major.

Similarly chromatic are the inflections in the ensuing Andante, an uneasy 
blend between the old Salzburg serenades of Mozart’s rejected past and the 
contemporary operatic arias which seemed to be failing to appeal to Viennese 
audiences. The coloratura of those arias is replicated here in both hands, the 
textural writing combining contrasting passages of imperious octaves with 
sinuous writhings in thirds.

After such anguished sophistication in these two movements, the near banality 
of the Rondo’s melody comes as quite a contrast, as naïve as a folksong or 
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nursery song with a homespun hurdy-gurdy accompaniment. Soon, however, 
the texture is filled out as chromaticism returns to decorate the repeat of what 
proves to be an engaging little tune.

The dramatic first episode, in the key of D minor, recalls the slightly earlier 
Piano Concerto in that key, K466 (No.20), and leads into a B-flat continuation 
which maintains the sense of concerto-like display. A second episode, actually 
marked “Minore”, returns us firmly to a rigorous contrapuntal regime, before 
the opening melody reappears, now exuberantly decorated. We get a vibrant 
sense of the composer really enjoying himself in showing off, and have to 
remember that this Rondo was composed when Mozart felt that he was at the 
height of his powers.

Those powers are clearly in evidence as, more and more, display and decoration 
take us into a lengthy cadenza, climbing from the depths with yet more 
counterpoint and eventually pyrotechnically leading to an emphatic trill. Mozart 
added this cadenza when he decided to round off his “Hoffmeister” movements 
with this Rondo, but for over a century it was assumed that Beethoven had in 
fact inserted it, just as he had composed dramatic cadenzas for K466.

After all this display of both compositional and pianistic skill, the movement 
ends quietly and comfortably, warmly in the bass register.

During the late summer and early autumn of 1774 Mozart composed a set of six 
sonatas to take as calling-cards on the tours he was planning with the intention 

of casting off his ‘boy-wonder’ reputation by establishing himself as a serious, 
mature performer upon the world stage. These were his first piano sonatas, and 
he would perform them often on his gruelling travels, not least on the long, 
frequently-interrupted journey to Paris with his mother in 1778. 

It was while they sojourned in Mannheim that Aloysia Weber, the soprano 
whom Mozart regarded as the love of his life, played them at sight all through, 
apparently without a single mistake, as the besotted Wolfgang wrote with 
rose-tinted ears to his father, Leopold.  A letter sent home from Mannheim on 
February 4, 1778 overwhelms with references to Aloysia:

“Saturday evening we went to Court, where Mlle Weber sang three arias. I say  
nothing about her singing – only one word, excellent! I wrote to you the other day  
about her merits; but I shall not be able to close this letter without telling you  
something about her, for only now have I got to know her properly and as a result  
to discover her great powers…

“Monday we again had a concert, and also on Tuesday and Wednesday. Mlle Weber  
sang thirteen times in all and played the clavier twice, for she does not play at all  
badly. What surprises me most is her excellent sight-reading. Would you believe it,  
she played my difficult sonatas at sight, slowly but without missing a single note!”

These half-dozen sonatas were written in various styles to suit the venues in 
which he intended to appear, and the particular tastes of their audiences. The 
Sonata No.3 in B-flat major, K281, of early 1775 is written in a manner very 
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different from his now customary mature language. Some commentators have 
claimed here the influence of Josef Haydn’s keyboard writing, but that would 
scarcely have figured at this stage on the 18-year-old Mozart’s radar. It is far 
more obvious that he was imitating the style of the French clavecinistes, as well 
as that of the Italian, Domenico Scarlatti; Leopold Mozart’s music library was 
evidently well stocked.

The opening Allegro is highly elaborate, heavily decorated in the rococo 
style, demisemiquavers abounding in lavish figuration; the opening of the 
development section speaks with a French accent, and soon afterwards the 
spirit of Scarlatti appears.

Andante amoroso is a rare tempo marking and expressive indication from Mozart, 
and it takes us from the lacy-cuffed embellishments of the opening movement’s 
nods towards Rameau, Couperin and Scarlatti for a slow movement more direct 
in its evocation of a perfumed Salzburg serenade. Suave thirds and tenths caress 
the texture, chirping with delicate grace-notes.

We return to a more Gallic accent for the finale, a rondo with a simple gavotte-
like melody soon to be the subject of exuberant excursions during its course 
(similar byways occur in the C major Concerto for Flute, Harp and Orchestra 
(K299), composed in Paris in 1778). There are several opportunities for cadenza-
like flourishes as the movement unfolds, and on this recording Peter Donohoe 
adds another, all in keeping with the deliberately extrovert intentions behind 
the composition.

Mozart composed his Sonata No.13 in B-flat major, K333, in early September 
1778, towards the end of his ill-fated sojourn in Paris (some commentators 
have put the date of composition as late as 1783 in Linz, but Mozart was there 
totally taken up with the breakneck composition of his Symphony No.36 in C 
major, K425, to which the city gave its name). Not only had he endured the 
disappointment that followed from the dashing of any hopes he (and his pushy 
father) had nurtured of career opportunities in the French capital, he had also 
had to contend with the sadness of the death of his mother, aged 57, who had 
accompanied him on the arduous journey from Salzburg.

There had been one joy, however: meeting up again in Paris with Johann 
Christian Bach, the youngest of Johann Sebastian Bach’s many sons, whom he 
had first encountered in 1764 during the Mozart family’s prolonged residence 
in Chelsea. 

“You can imagine his delight and mine at meeting again,” Wolfgang wrote to 
Leopold on August 27, 1778 from St. Germain. “I love him (as you know) and 
respect him with all my heart: and as for him, there is no doubt but that he has 
praised me warmly, not only to my face, but to others also, and in all seriousness 
– not in the exaggerated manner which some affect.”

From J C Bach, Mozart learned balance and dialogue (the characteristic 
answering to an assertive masculine opening statement by a yielding, delicate 
feminine response that he would employ even as late as the Jupiter Symphony a 
decade hence) and these qualities inform K333.
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The opening movement is quintessential Mozart, spontaneous, graciously 
sparkling, yet with deeper undercurrents. He exploits the whole range of the 
keyboard, making much of the then highest note available at the time (the F 
sitting on top of the third leger line above the treble stave – and the highest note 
hurled back to Mozart’s challenge by the Queen of the Night in Die Zauberflöte 
of 1791), and sending the left hand down to the depths of the F more than an 
octave below the bottom of the bass stave.

You can take the man out of his home city, but, it seems, you can never take his 
home city out of the man. Yet again the slow, central movement, with another 
expressive performance instruction – Andante cantabile, breathes the air of the 
many serenades Mozart was being obliged to compose for wealthy patrons 
back home in Salzburg. Warm thirds evoke summer-evening heat, and gurgling 
figurations anticipate the wonderful works he was eventually to compose for 
the newly-invented clarinet.

The delicious Allegretto grazioso finale clears the steamy air with a simple 
melody which takes us on so many enthralling journeys before a huge cadenza 
shows us exactly what Mozart was offering the world at this time: total mastery 
of the still-fledgling piano coupled with a vivid sense of drama pushing the new 
technology towards freshly revealed horizons, before an innocent little coda 
wraps everything up with the most captivating of punctuation marks.

Christopher Morley © 2022

MOZART: Piano Sonatas, Volume 1                SOMMCD 0191

“It was high time someone blew the cobwebs off this still under-
appreciated repertoire, and Donohoe is clearly the person to do it.”

BBC Music Magazine   Recording of the Month
Music Web International   Recording of the Year

MOZART: Piano Sonatas, Volume 2                SOMMCD 0198

“His playing is as varied as Mozart’s music: now intricate, now 
clear, now firm and often vivid… You know you’re in safe hands. 

More than that, Donohoe’s Mozart is well considered  
and satisfying.”

Music Web International 

MOZART: Piano Sonatas, Volume 3                SOMMCD 0613

“Donohoe [extracts] a wealth of startling colours and  
varied dynamics… without artificially inflating his  

graceful pianistic touch.”

BBC Music Magazine

MOZART: Piano Sonatas, Volume 4                SOMMCD 0629

“Peter Donohoe’s insightful survey…  
Mozart would have approved.”

BBC Music Magazine
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PETER DONOHOE
“I cannot imagine a living pianist capable of improving on  

Donohoe’s outstanding artistry”

Robert Matthew-Walker, Musical Opinion

Peter Donohoe was born in Manchester, England in 1953. He studied at Chetham’s 
School of Music, graduated from Leeds University and went on to study at the 
Royal Northern College of Music with Derek Wyndham and in Paris with Olivier 
Messiaen and Yvonne Loriod. He is acclaimed as one of the foremost pianists of our 
time for his musicianship, stylistic versatility and commanding technique. 

As soloist he has appeared with most major orchestras in almost every country:  
UK, Germany, USA, Canada, Scandinavia, Russia, Japan, Hong Kong, New 
Zealand, Australia and South America; for example London Symphony, Berlin 
Philharmonic, Munich Philharmonic, Leipzig Gewandhaus, Dresden Staatskapelle 
and Philharmonic, Vienna Symphony, Czech Philharmonic, Concertgebouw, Los 
Angeles Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony, Cleveland, NHK Symphony, Orquesta 
Sinfónica Simón Bolívar, Buenos Aires Philharmonic, New Zealand Symphony, 
Hong Kong Philharmonic, St Petersburg Philharmonia and all the major 
orchestras of Moscow.

In demand as a jury member for international piano competitions, he has 
adjudicated at the International Tchaikovsky (Moscow, 2011 and 2015), Busoni 
International (Bolzano, Italy, 2012), the Queen Elisabeth (Brussels, 2016), Georges 
Enescu (Bucharest, 2016), Hong Kong International Piano (2016), Harbin (2017), 

Artur Rubinstein Piano Master (2017), Lev Vlassenko Piano (2017) and Ricardo 
Viñes International, Spain, along with many national competitions in the UK 
and abroad. Recent discs include Stravinsky’s Music for Solo Piano and Piano 
and Orchestra (Hong Kong Philharmonic), the complete Sonatas of Scriabin 
and the complete Sonatas of Prokofiev in three volumes for SOMM Recordings; 
Shostakovich’s Piano Concertos and Sonatas (Orchestra of the Swan) and  
24 Preludes and Fugues for Signum Records.

For Dutton Vocalion he recorded Cyril Scott’s Piano Concerto (BBC Concert 
Orchestra) and Malcolm Arnold’s Fantasy on a Theme of John Field (Royal Scottish 
National Orchestra), both conducted by Martin Yates.

He played with the Berliner Philharmoniker in Simon Rattle’s opening concerts 
as Music Director. He made his twenty-second appearance at the BBC Proms in 
2012 and has appeared at many festivals, including six consecutive visits to the 
Edinburgh Festival and the Ruhr and Schleswig-Holstein Festivals in Germany. 

Peter Donohoe performs numerous recitals internationally and has established 
long-standing relationships with several chamber groups and two-piano partners.

He has worked with many of the world’s greatest conductors: Christoph Eschenbach, 
Neeme Järvi, Lorin Maazel, Kurt Masur, Andrew Davis and Yevgeny Svetlanov. More 
recently he has appeared with many of the next generation of excellent conductors: 
for example, Gustavo Dudamel, Robin Ticciati and Daniel Harding.

An honorary doctor of music at seven UK universities, he was awarded a CBE for 
services to classical music in 2010. 


